The epigenetic landscape illustrates how cells differentiate into different types through the control of gene regulatory networks. Numerous studies have investigated epigenetic gene regulation but there are limited studies on how the epigenetic landscape and the presence of pathogens influence the evolution of host traits. Here we formulate a multistable decision-switch model involving many possible phenotypes with the antagonistic influence of parasitism. As expected, pathogens can drive dominant (common) phenotypes to become inferior, such as through negative frequency-dependent selection. Furthermore, novel predictions of our model show that parasitism can steer the dynamics of phenotype specification from multistable equilibrium convergence to oscillations. This oscillatory behavior could explain pathogen-mediated epimutations and excessive phenotypic plasticity. The Red Queen dynamics also occur in certain parameter space of the model, which demonstrates winnerless cyclic phenotype-switching in hosts and in pathogens. The results of our simulations elucidate how epigenetic landscape is associated with the phenotypic fitness landscape and how parasitism facilitates non-genetic phenotypic diversity.
The concept of cellular attractor is evolving and has various interpretations. However, a general rule for being an attractor is that the trajectory of developing cells in the epigenetic landscape from a neighborhood of initial conditions (basin of attraction) should converge to this attractor state [Huang 2012 ]. Any perturbation within the basin of attraction should not result in instability, that is, the state is resilient and homeostatic [Huang 2013 ]. Mathematically, the attractors are represented by stable equilibrium points [Huang 2013 ; , stable limit cycles , strange chaotic attractors [Furusawa & Kaneko 2012] or noisy attractors [Huang 2009 ]. Each attractor has its own basin of attraction, which can be of different sizes. Moreover, the parameter values in the mathematical models are dictated by the genes and their interaction. Gene interaction is not static but rather dynamic . Modification in the parameter values may or may not preserve the stability of an attractor. Sometimes the modifications result in bifurcation that transforms the topography of the epigenetic landscape to form a new attractor or obliterate an existing attractor [Huang 2013 ; Rabajante & Talaue 2015] . Dynamically changing a parameter value could lead cells to change fates by moving their trajectory from one basin of attraction to another basin of attraction [Rabajante & Talaue 2015] .
Host-parasite coevolution. The interaction and coevolution between hosts and parasites are widely investigated. In evolutionary biology, arms race competition and the Red Queen dynamics have been hypothesized to cause coadaptation/coevolution in hosts and pathogens [Avrani et al. 2012 ; Raberg et al. 2014 ; ; Voje et al. 2015] . For the host to survive parasitism, it increases its defense traits; but for the pathogen that relies heavily on the host, it needs to counteract the host defense and increase its pathogenicity. This may result in a winnerless arms race competition ; . In several cases where there are multiple types of hosts, parasitism can decrease the abundance of the common host type permitting a rare type to become the new dominant (negative frequency-dependent selection). Common host types, especially monocultures, are more susceptible to the attack of pathogens. This phenomenon is akin to the 'killing the winner' hypothesis [Avrani et al. 2012; . Host-pathogen interaction is one of the explanations for the extinction and diversity of species [Miura et al. 2006; Brockhurst et al. 2014 ].
If negative frequency-dependent selection persists, it could result in fluctuating Red Queen dynamics which is illustrated by cyclic phenotype-switching . The fluctuating Red Queen dynamics is a candidate model of recurrent punctuated equilibrium process that is driven by biotic interaction . This recurrent punctuated equilibrium process has out-of-phase 'heteroclinic' cycles of rapid negative frequency-dependent selection, followed by stasis, then negative frequency-dependent selection again. Simulations show that the Red Queen dynamics are robust against certain level of noise but the ordering of cyclic phenotype-switching could vary, resulting in a diversified possibilities of evolutionary patterns . Here we aim to contribute in bridging a gap between the study of epigenetics and evolutionary biology using a mathematical model, specifically by linking the epigenetic landscape at the individual level to the phenotypic fitness landscape at the population level ( Fig. 1 ). There are early discussions about the connection between the dynamics of the epigenetic landscape and fitness landscape, such as in the case of tumor progression [Huang 2013 ], but here we consider the effect of parasitism as a major driver of phenotypic evolution. In Figure 2 , the genotype-by-epigenotype interaction is represented by a phenotype decision-switch network where parasitism acts as the influencing environmental factor. In our mathematical model (see Methods), we assume that phenotype specification is determined exclusively by epigenetic mechanisms where genotypes are stable, i.e., the structure of gene regulatory network is fixed. This assumption allows us to decouple the effect of genetic and epigenetic factors in the genotype-by-epigenotype interaction, and focus our observation on the effects of parasitism-modified epigenotypes on host traits.
Bridging the gap.

Results and Discussion
At the cellular level, cells decide from multiple choices of phenotypes (epigenetic landscape in Fig. 1 . The characteristics of the hosts (e.g., growth rate and competitive ability) and pathogens (e.g., pathogenicity, specificity and death rate) dictate the phenotypic outcome.
Questions arise on whether it is the epigenetics structure that causes pathogenesis or whether the pathogens are the ones causing epigenetic changes [Gomez-Diaz et al. 2012] . We argue that these two questions are valid since the epigenome of hosts and the mechanisms of pathogens are components of an interacting system which is possibly influenced by feedback loops (Fig. 2) . Particular parameters of the epigenetic model (Eq. 1 in Methods) may or may not allow disease to affect the outcome of gene regulation. On another side, the parameters (e.g., pathogenicity and specificity) and functional response in the parasitism model (Eq. 2 in Methods) dictate the severity of disease that can alter the topography of the epigenetic landscape.
Equilibrium dynamics. As expected in many cases, coexistence of all phenotypes (sometimes with equal frequencies) and competitive exclusion occur ( Fig. 4a and 4b). Coexistence represented by equilibrium point with all components having equal values may have limited range of initial value and parameter space, that is, some of the phenotypes could become inferior when conditions are changed. In competitive exclusion, there are dominant phenotypes and rare or extinct phenotypes in the long run. Competitive exclusion illustrates silencing or knockdown of some genes, and activation or sometimes overexpression of the other genes. In some cases, hosts are not able to regain growth, resulting in total silencing/extinction ( Multistability pertains to the existence of many stable equilibrium points. Here multistability implies non-genetic variation. The meaning of non-genetic variation driven by epigenetic mechanisms is that two cells have identical DNA sequences (same set of genes) but they differ on what genes are expressed (e.g., activated or silenced during transcription) resulting in different phenotypes. For example, skin cells and muscle cells in an organism have similar set of genes because they came from one mother cell but they have different expressed genes that define the proteins specific for skin cells and specific for muscle cells. This idea can be extended to population epigenetics where non-genetic variation implies phenotypic heterogeneity not explained by genetics [ Oscillatory dynamics. Oscillations in phenotype frequencies are also possible to arise and they may characterize non-equilibrium polymorphism [Takahashi et . In population biology point-of-view, if the minimum value of the oscillations are far from the edge of extinction, then oscillations exhibit permanent coexistence [Huisman & Weissing 2001] . If the minimum value of the oscillations are near the edge of extinction, then oscillations ( Fig. 4e; e.g., the Red Queen dynamics) may lead to impermanent coexistence [Huisman & Weissing 2001] . It is called impermanent coexistence because random perturbations could drive the population frequency of a species to zero (guaranteed extinction); however, there are cases where Red Queen dynamics are robust against random noise ].
In our simulation, fluctuating negative frequency-dependent selection, specifically the Red Queen dynamics, happens in the model where each host phenotype has an associated specific pathogen (Fig. 4e ). This high pathogen specificity characterizes a host-pathogen interaction with tight matching of host and pathogen traits, as in the matching-alleles model [Weitz et al. 2012 ; . In the Red Queen dynamics occurring in our model (Fig. 4e) . The canonical Red Queen dynamics state that the average fitness of species stays the same (represented by identical amplitude) even though the species undergo continuous evolution (represented by out-of-phase cycles). The out-of-phase cycles imply that only one species type is dominant for a certain period of time and the rest are rare; but after some time, the dominant type is replaced by a rare one (cyclic phenotype-switching). Notice that the Red Queen dynamics do not only include cyclic phenotype-switching in hosts but also cyclic phenotype-switching in pathogens ( Here we have shown that pathogens (e.g., oncovirus) can also cause the occurrence .
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of mutator phenotype [Liao 2006 ], especially when there is winnerless coevolution between host immune system and the pathogens (Fig. 4e) . Abnormal dampening of these oscillations could lead to irreversible gene misexpression. In population biology point-of-view, the Red Queen dynamics show pathogen-mediated temporal diversity in host and pathogen species. However, the never-ending cycles in the Red Queen dynamics may not proceed indefinitely in ecological systems. This is because host-pathogen interactions are finite activities [Avrani et al. 2012; Brockhurst et al. 2014; Voje et al. 2015] . Sooner or later, some host and parasite types may escape the arms race competition. Several species may likewise become losers in the arms race competition (e.g., species extinction) because they were not able to cope up with the coevolutionary process.
Epigenetic inheritance. One of the important components for bringing the outcomes of epigenetic landscape to the level of fitness landscape is epigenetic memory, which is characterized by epigenetic marks. Epigenetic memory is required in non-genetic inheritance of phenotypes from cell to cell or from organism to organism Hughes 2012]. Self-stimulation allows the expression of a phenotype to be fitter through time. In a multistable system, each phenotype attractor has their own basin of attraction. The probability of a phenotype being heritable is higher if (i) the phenotype's basin of attraction is large, that is, it is stable for a wide range of initial conditions, and (ii) the phenotype attractor is structurally stable, that is, it is stable for a wide range of parameter values. If the initial condition and parameter values are reset during meiosis, epigenetic marks can escape resetting if the new initial condition and parameter values still fall within the stability range of the phenotype attractor. Large basin of attraction and structural stability also provide robustness against environmental noise. Nevertheless, further studies are needed to map the extent of opportunities and limitations of epigenetic inheritance, especially on how it affects the genetics and evolution of populations [Crisp et al. 2016 ]. 
Methods
Definition of variables and parameters.
Suppose we have m varieties of host phenotypes and n types of pathogens/parasites. There are two state variables in the model, Hi and Pj. We can compute for F(Hi) that denotes the population frequency of host phenotype i, where F(Hi)=Hi/NH, NH=∑kHk (k=1,2,…,m). F(Pj) denotes the population frequency of pathogen strain j, where F(Pj)=Pj/NP, NP=∑lPl (l=1,2,…,n). Population frequency may also be interpreted as the probability that a phenotype will be expressed. For the definition of parameters, see Table 1 . All state variables and parameters are non-negative.
Cellular decision-making model. The following epigenetic model (Eq. 1) describes the qualitative dynamics of multistable decision switches in cell-fate determination, based on the gene regulatory network in Fig. 2 . Each node in Fig. 2 represents a set of gene regulatory factors involved in expressing a specific phenotype. The nodes have mutual repression because it is presumed that a mature specialized cell expresses a unique phenotype and inhibits the expression of the other phenotypes. 
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Frequency-dependent selection. With proper definition of variables and reparametrization, we assume similar decision-making mechanism (Eq. 1) happens during evolutionary selection of a phenotype. If a phenotype is advantageous, a population of species may select this phenotype resulting in higher phenotypic fitness (characterized by a higher phenotype frequency) compared to the other phenotypes. This model is similar to the Lotka-Volterra competition model but involving a non-polynomial function that describes multistability and selfstimulation (auto-activation/auto-catalysis) [Rabajante & Talaue 2015] . Multistability and self-stimulation supports the preservation of epigenetic memory.
The battle for phenotype dominance is akin to inter-host competition. An increase in inter-host competition ( γ ik H k c ik k≠i ∑ in the denominator of equation (1)) reduces the net effect of the host growth rate coefficient ri. The value (riKi+gi)/ρi is an upper bound of the equilibrium value of Hi. The parameter Ki affects the upper bound, which we can interpret as a factor influencing the carrying capacity allocated to each host type. Here we assume the allocation is fixed. The total carrying capacity is K=∑k(rkKk+gk)/ρk.
Model of host-pathogen interaction.
To model host-pathogen interaction, we couple equation 1 with pathogen dynamics. We assume that the pathogen dynamics follow a parasitism model, as follows [Smout et 
where
i,k=1,2,…,m ; j=1,2,…,n.
. 5, 2016; The population frequency of host phenotype is decreased by parasitism quantified by the functional response fijHi. The growth of pathogens depends on host utilization (numerical response ϕ ij f ij H i i ∑ ) with death rate dj. Equation (4) In our simulations, we are primarily concerned with the dynamics of the epigenetic landscape. We assume a fixed set of genotypes (fixed structure of gene regulatory network). The predicted phenotype variation due to epigenetic factors under the influence of parasitism could be amplified if modifications in genetic factors are incorporated in our model. . Correspondingly, we assume that the average collective dynamics at the population level also adhere to such decisionswitch network. Note that the frequency of phenotype is a continuum from 0 to 1. The frequency of a phenotype is negatively influenced by parasitism. . The cycles are pathogen-induced, that is, a common host type with high frequency is infected by pathogens resulting in the eventual decrease in frequency. As the frequency of the common host type decreases, a rare host type is given the opportunity to increase its frequency and become the new dominant type resulting in winnerless cycles. The winnerless cycles also happen in the pathogen types because pathogens track their specific hosts. 
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